In advance of this week’s negotiated rulemaking session, this memo analyzes aspects of the Department of Education’s draft regulatory language establishing a new income-driven repayment plan, called the Revised Pay As You Earn (REPAYE) plan. The draft plan reflects several recommendations from our October 2014 public comments¹ and February 2015 memo² to expand access to an improved income-driven plan. Although the Department’s draft proposal does not eliminate interest capitalization as we and others recommended, it does reduce the amount of interest that can accrue when borrowers’ income-driven payments do not fully cover their accruing interest, which our analysis shows would have an even larger positive effect, and for more borrowers, than eliminating interest capitalization alone.

However, the Department’s draft proposal would also add unnecessary complexity, increase costs for some responsible, low- and middle-income student loan borrowers, have unintended consequences, and treat some similarly situated borrowers very differently from each other. This memo analyzes several of these concerns and suggests ways to address them. It also recommends how borrowers who do not submit their annual income documentation on time should be treated, given the proposed removal of the standard payment cap.

If you have any questions about this memo, please contact Pauline Abernathy, Diane Cheng, or Jessica Thompson at (510) 318-7900.
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Maximum repayment period

In the current Pay As You Earn (PAYE) plan, any debt remaining after 20 years of qualifying payments is discharged, though many borrowers will repay their loans in full before the 20-year period is over. We recommend retaining this 20-year maximum repayment period for all borrowers. As detailed in our February memo, research has shown that carrying outstanding student debt may affect borrowers’ ability and willingness to make other financial commitments, such as buying a home or a car, enrolling in graduate school, opening a small business, saving for their children’s education, or saving for their own retirement.\(^3\) For example, one recent survey found that nearly one-third of parents with student debt say that paying their debt has prevented them from saving for their children’s higher education (31%) or their own retirement (32%).\(^4\) Capping loan repayment periods at 20 years would help borrowers focus on saving for retirement and their children’s education before the next generation is in college.

Concerns with proposed 25-year repayment period for borrowers owing more than $57,500

The Department’s proposal to extend the REPAYE repayment period to 25 years for borrowers with debt above $57,500:

- Makes the plan more complex, rather than simpler;
- Increases costs for responsible, low- and middle-income borrowers with over $57,500 in debt;
- Creates abrupt “cliffs” where borrowers in very similar financial situations get very different benefits;
- Treats students who borrowed the identical amount very differently because the repayment length is based on the outstanding balance when entering the plan, rather than the principal amount borrowed; and
- Will, over time, apply to an increasing share of borrowers because the proposed $57,500 threshold is fixed.

Increases costs for responsible low- and middle-income borrowers based on their debt amount, not their ability to pay

The Department’s proposal extends the repayment period based solely on the borrower’s debt, not the borrower’s income or ability to pay. As a result, it significantly increases repayment costs for responsible borrowers with low or middle incomes if they entered repayment with more than $57,500 of debt. As illustrated by the example below, the additional five years of repayment could increase costs by more than 40% for a borrower with an adjusted gross income of $45,000.

Creates inequitable cliff effects that treat similar borrowers very differently

Using a single debt threshold to determine the repayment period can have particularly harsh consequences for borrowers near the specified threshold, because those with debt $1 above the threshold can be subject to a substantially longer repayment period than those with debt just $1 below the threshold. Consider the cliff effect for a single borrower who earns $45,000 in adjusted gross income

---


(AGI), and whose income increases 4% a year. Under the Department’s proposal, if she has $57,500 in federal student loan debt, she will pay $90,000 after 20 years—her entire loan principal plus $32,500 in interest. However, if she owes one dollar more, she will pay $128,100 in total—$38,100 or 42% more. If the repayment period is lengthened based on the borrower’s debt, to prevent this abrupt cliff effect it should be done gradually, rather than increasing the maximum repayment period by five years based on a $1 increase in debt.

Unintentionally treats students who borrowed the identical amount very differently

The Department’s proposal extends the repayment period to 25 years based on the amount owed when the borrower enters REPAYE, not on the principal amount borrowed. As a result, if two students in a program borrow the same amount, but one goes part-time and takes longer to complete, the one who attended part-time could have to pay much more than the full-time student due to the additional interest that accrued on his unsubsidized loans while he was in school. To prevent this disparate treatment, if the maximum repayment period is extended for borrowers with high debt it should be based on the principal amount borrowed, not on the amount owed when the borrower enters the plan.

It is relatively easy for borrowers to track how much loan principal they are taking on as they borrow, but it can be difficult to track or limit how much they end up owing. The amount owed when borrowers enter repayment is affected by many factors, including the interest rates on their loans, the type of loans they borrowed and when interest begins to accrue for each loan, how long the student is enrolled at least half-time, and even potentially the length of their program.

For example, under current interest rate projections, an independent undergraduate who borrowed $52,400 over five years would have a $57,500 balance when entering repayment. If undergraduate

---

5 These figures solely illustrate the effect of extending the repayment period to 25 years for borrowers entering repayment with over $57,500 in debt.

6 Calculations assume that the student starts school in 2015-16, graduates in five years, and takes out the annual maximum in subsidized loans and unsubsidized Stafford loans until his last year of borrowing when he borrows less than the maximum. Current interest rate projections are calculated using the Congressional Budget Office’s (CBO)
Stafford loan interest rates hit the statutory cap of 8.25%, this same student would only need to borrow $49,900 over five years to have a $57,500 balance when entering repayment.

**Will, over time, apply to an increasing share of borrowers**

The Department’s proposed $57,500 threshold is fixed, instead of explicitly tied to loan limits or to inflation. This means that as college costs rise and students borrow more to cover them, an increasing share of borrowers will likely hit the $57,500 threshold. Additionally, if Congress raises loan limits, more students will likely exceed the $57,500 threshold. If the maximum repayment period is extended for borrowers with high debt, the threshold or thresholds should be tied either to the maximum amount undergraduates may borrow in Stafford loans, as the Repay Act of 2015 (S. 85) would do, or to inflation.

**Treatment of borrowers who do not submit income documentation on time**

The Department’s draft proposal leaves open for discussion how borrowers who do not submit their annual income documentation on time should be treated in the absence of the standard payment cap. Currently in PAYE, borrowers who do not update their income documentation on time are required to pay what they would have had to pay if they had entered a fixed 10-year repayment plan (often referred to as the “standard” plan) when they entered PAYE, which will always be higher than their prior income-driven payment amount. However, once this standard payment cap is removed, the 10-year standard amount may be lower than the income-driven payment amount.

To avoid rewarding borrowers who fail to submit updated income documentation, borrowers who do not submit their annual income documentation on time should be required to pay the greater of the 10-year standard amount or their previous income-driven payment amount (based on the last set of income documentation they provided). As noted in the section below, unpaid interest should not be capitalized if borrowers are late in updating their income documentation.

Additionally, we support legislative changes to prevent any payments made without income documentation from counting toward forgiveness. Borrowers who do not update their income information should not have their monthly payments count toward forgiveness until they provide the required income documentation and resume making income-driven payments. This legislative change is needed because, once the standard payment cap is eliminated, borrowers who fail to submit updated income information may end up paying less than if they had documented their income as required. Therefore, allowing payments made in the absence of income documentation to count toward forgiveness could lead to some borrowers receiving forgiveness under REPAYE or Public Service Loan Forgiveness (PSLF) sooner than they should. Counting only those payments made with income documentation toward forgiveness requires statutory changes to 20 USC 1087e(e) and 20 USC 1087e(m).

**Interest accrual and capitalization**

Under current PAYE and the proposed language for REPAYE, interest capitalizes when the borrower no longer has a partial financial hardship (PFH), fails to submit their income documentation on time, and

---

January 2015 projections for 10-year Treasury Note yields, [http://1.usa.gov/1vdRSyu](http://1.usa.gov/1vdRSyu). Figures are rounded to the nearest $50.
when he or she chooses to exit to enroll in another repayment plan. TICAS and others recommend eliminating the capitalization of interest in income-driven repayment plans because it increases costs for borrowers whose incomes are low for extended periods of time and for borrowers who do not submit income documentation on time. It also inflates the size of any discharged amount at the end of the repayment period. Removing interest capitalization for borrowers in income-driven repayment would slow the growth of these borrowers’ loan balances and simplify implementation of the program. Additionally, once the standard payment cap is removed, it is no longer relevant whether a borrower maintains a PFH, and there is no reason for interest to capitalize at that point.

Although the Department’s proposal does not eliminate interest capitalization, it does change the treatment of interest accrual for borrowers whose monthly payments do not cover interest (negative amortization). As in PAYE currently, while borrowers are in negative amortization, no unpaid interest accrues on subsidized loans during the first three years a borrower is in the plan. In addition, under the Department’s proposal, only 50% of any unpaid interest would accrue on subsidized loans after the first three years, and only 50% of any unpaid interest on unsubsidized loans would accrue at any time borrowers are in negative amortization.

This change in the treatment of unpaid interest would help minimize the growth of loan balances for borrowers with low incomes relative to their debt. As a result, these borrowers may pay off their loans faster, pay less in total, and/or have a smaller loan amount discharged at the end of the repayment period than if this interest subsidy were not implemented.

Eliminating interest capitalization helps borrowers who lose their PFH while the Department’s proposal would help negatively amortizing borrowers regardless of whether they lose their PFH. In fact, for borrowers who lose their PFH, the Department’s proposal to limit interest accrual would have a larger impact on slowing the growth of their balance than removing interest capitalization alone.

For example, consider a borrower with $25,000 in unsubsidized Stafford loan debt who earns $15,000 during the first four years of repayment and then finds a job paying $60,000. Under both PAYE and the proposed REPAYE, this borrower would repay in full and have no debt discharged. However, in PAYE, interest would capitalize after she gets the better paying job because she would no longer have a PFH. Eliminating the capitalization of interest would reduce her total costs by $1,200 and reduce her time in repayment by four months. By contrast, the Department’s proposal to limit interest accrual would reduce her total costs by $7,400 and reduce her time in repayment by more than two years.

TICAS supports the proposed treatment of accrued interest in REPAYE as well as the elimination of interest capitalization. Together, these complementary changes slow the growth in the amount owed for borrowers unable to cover interest payments. The elimination of interest capitalization removes a financial penalty for borrowers who lose their PFH, which is no longer a relevant marker if the standard payment cap is eliminated, and for borrowers who do not submit their annual income documentation on time.

---

7 Borrowers no longer have a PFH when 10% of their discretionary income becomes greater than or equal to the 10-year “standard” payment amount due to changes in their income and/or family size, or when borrowers fail to submit their annual income documentation on time.

8 The income amounts are adjusted gross income (AGI). The borrower’s income increases 4% each year during the first four years and after this borrower gets the better paying job in year five. For simplicity, these examples compare the effect of isolated changes to the treatment of interest for negatively amortizing loans in PAYE, rather than looking at combined changes in REPAYE.
The “partial financial hardship” (PFH) requirement for enrollment

The Department’s draft proposal retains in REPAYE the requirement from PAYE that borrowers must have a PFH when they enroll in the plan, even though borrowers do not need to have a PFH to stay enrolled in either plan. We continue to recommend that all Direct Loan borrowers be permitted to enroll regardless of their debt-to-income level. Borrowers who want the assurance of having their loan payments fluctuate with their income could then enroll whenever it makes sense for them, whether it is before they make their first payment, after they have hit a rough patch, or when they are concerned about what the future will bring. This change would greatly simplify the repayment plan, not only for borrowers but also for program administration and communication, without increasing the chance of forgiveness for higher income borrowers. Additional details supporting this change can be found on page 9 and in Appendix B of our February memo.